Meadow restoration
practitioner’s workshop

On 18th April 2016, twenty meadow restorers from around the UK from conservation organisations
and commercial practice attended a Meadow Restoration Practitioners Workshop at the National
Wildflower Centre, Liverpool, arranged by the Coronation Meadows Project. The day consisted of
round table discussions of specific elements of meadow restoration, with the discussions recorded.
The following notes summarise the discussions.
Attendees
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Andy Kehoe (AK)

Kehoe Countryside, Director
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Clare Rawcliffe (CR)

South Tyneside Council, Countryside Officer

Damian Young (DY)

Landlife, Project Manager

Dan Merrett (DM)

Plantlife, Coronation Meadows Project Manager

Dr Dave Wilkinson (DW) Lecturer in Natural Science and Psychology, Liverpool John Moores
University
Hilary Kehoe (HK)

PONT, Joint North Wales Regional Development Officer and Coordinator
for Wales

Jim Horsfall (JH)

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, Reserves Officer

Jonny Rook (JR)

OpenSpace (Cumbria) Ltd, Director

Marian Wilby (MW)

Nidderdale AONB, Land Management Team Leader

Mark Bryson (MB)

Ecoseeds, Senior Consultant

Naomi Waite (NW)

Northumberland WT, Conservation Officer

Richard Scott (RS)

Landlife, Senior Project Manager

Ruth Dalton (RD)

Rare Breeds Survival Trust, Field Officer (North)

Ruth Starr-Keddle (RSK)

North Pennines AONB, Nectarworks Project Officer

Sarah Robinson (SR)

Forest of Bowland AONB, Networks for Nectar Project Officer

Tanya St Pierre (TSP)

Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust, Haytime Project Officer

Discussion topics
Topic
1

Local Provenance - is it important in habitat creation?

2

What is achievable on richer sites but still worth the effort?

3

Can we achieve high biodiversity with viable levels of productivity?

4

Public perception - how do we discriminate in the public’s mind ‘proper’ meadows and
should we even try?

5

Creating bare ground - how to get the message across?

6

Soil Inversion.

7

Managing meadows without grazing - How to open up ground? Is Arrhenatherum inevitable?
Any good 5 to 10 year examples?

8

Plug Plants - Regulations; Use of bare rooted plants; Pot grown 4” v’s plugs.

9

Creative methods & unorthodox kit - Hydro seeding; disc seeding.

1.Local Provenance – is it important in habitat creation?
Dr David Wilkinson from Liverpool John Moores University started the discussion on local
provenance with the slides shown below. In 2001 ago he wrote an article in the Journal of Applied
Ecology – Is Local Providence Important in Habitat Creation? The intention of the article was that
whist the importance of local was assumed no one had really thought the implications through
properly. The concept of local provenance started largely with woodland work in particular tree
schemes. At the time David wrote the paper he had been told various plantings had not occurred as
people found it very difficult to source acorns w a mile from their sites so they gave up. He has found
that now people are more willing to consider non-local species in their planting if there is a
particular reason to do so.
David mentions that a lot of the world now has a huge
number of non-native species in its vegetation, and in some
places more or less the entire vegetation is non- native. He
gives an example of a completely non-native habitat Green Mountain on Ascension Island. Every single species
in the picture is non-native, and is British Imperial planting
at its best effectively producing a cloud forest ecosystem
through natural processes. In contrast hay meadows are
dominated by native species through completely nonnatural management processes.
Another factor to take into consideration is climate change. One of his slides shows the longest
running measurements of the amount of atmospheric CO2 we have from anywhere in the world,
going back to the late 1950’s and started by the late David Keeling. From a big picture point of view,
we are changing the climate rapidly and this needs to be taken into account in local adaptations and
selection of genotypes for future planting. Penny Anderson highlights climate change in her
comments – “do we take genotypes from the south and move them northwards? Is this making too
many assumptions about what climate change will do to our habitats? What happens to the
southern communities for which we have no genetically adapted genotypes to severe drought or
severe flooding? Do we take plants from any anywhere to mix and match and hope some survive? Or
will they die out before the climate effects reach them?”
David Wilkinson then mentions the Park Grassland Experiments at Rothamsted, the longest running
ecological experiment anywhere in the world. In 1856, a hay meadow was split into a number of
different plots with different fertiliser treatments. The picture in the presentation show a plot with
no fertiliser added to it with 200 species per 2x2 m2 in comparison to a species-poor plot with high
levels of fertiliser (slide not shown). Much more recent work has been undertaken at the Park
Grassland experiments with people looking at differences in genetics in species especially in the DNA
of sweet vernal grass between plots that
are very close together, but have had
different treatments since the mid-19th
Century. Jonathan Silverton from the
Open University in his paper Contrasting
Patterns of Pollen and Seed Flow
Influence the Spatial Genetic Structure of
Sweet Vernal Grass Populations
discovered subtle genetic differences
between the grass on different plots.

Richard Scott (Landlife) asked the question whether it is better to restore habitat with something not
native rather than not doing anything at all? He followed on to comment that at Landlife they have a
pragmatic approach , they have spoken with geneticist who say providence comes to be seen as a
European thing. Tanya St Pierre buys in seed from Emorsgate in Norfolk to use in North Yorkshire
because they are not always able to source enough local seed. She may use a Scottish company in
the future though where climatic conditions are a better match. David said that people forget how
much landscapes change with time. Trees that are now old oaks were acorns in the little Ice Age and
will have experienced a lot of change in conditions since then. So, do we need to bother with local
provenance when there are so many other factors to consider that are manmade? Using green hay
means that the seed source will be local as it can’t be transported far, and Jim Horsfall mentioned
the old custom of spreading barn sweepings back onto grasslands to reseed them. David pointed out
that it is important to match receptor and donor sites and that local sites may not be the most
suitable. It used to be that the accepted protocol was that local provenance is always best and that it
was controversial to not use local provenance. Now it is much more nuanced. David suggested that
we could use different seed mixes for different areas – urban sites or rural areas with historic
meadows.
Mark Bryson from ecoseeds spoke about some problems using brought in mixes. They are based in
Ireland and a lot of seed mixes which are used have species like salad burnet and musk mallow
which wouldn’t occur naturally in Northern Ireland. Cath Shellswell mentioned that native seed
suppliers include Austrian chamomile in their seed mixes.
Cath also queried whether black knapweed seed which flowers at different time depending on
where you are in the country would flower at the same time in used in one location. Ruth StarrKeddle had worked on a PhD where they tested yellow rattle seeds from across the whole country
and grown in a common garden experiment under the same conditions. There were no visible
differences.
Michael Way from the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew has the following thoughts on local
provenance –
“Introducing non-local material risks interfering with established, and successful gene complexes
and local adaptations to site conditions, but if the community is itself under pressure due to
fragmentation, reduced pollinator activity, or genetic drift resulting from small population size,
then non local material might be beneficial to invigorate the population and allow it to better
adapt to changes and challenges ahead. Some good work has been done in the Scottish code for
translocations, essentially for the most vulnerable species and valuable habitats, a high standard
is expected of preparatory research and consultation. For use of common or widespread species
on land that is not subject to any protection or restriction (e.g. SSSI), the requirements are less
strict but the need to document and monitor the translocation is still evident. These comments
apply to species considered individually, so for green hay or whole community harvests you’ll
need to be more conservative. As a general rule in grasslands in UK, taking into account the
exchange of hay and grassland seed by generations of farmers, you might choose to confine
translocations to the natural area/regional/county level unless there is evidence that it would be
beneficial to introduce non local material.”

Any example of where local providence was essential is in the conservation of the Marsh Fritillary
Butterfly. In 1995 English Nature had a reintroduction programme in Dorset and at the time couldn’t
find any local suppliers of devils-bit scabious, the primary larval food plant. They ended up buying
some plants in which were distinctly different from those growing in the local area. No caterpillars

were ever seen on the brought in plants and they believed they were in part to blame for the
extinction of the butterfly at that particular site. Since then they have sourced and grown on seed
locally and the butterfly is back up to a reasonable population.

References
David. M. Wilkinson (2001) Is local provenance important in habitat creation? Journal of Applied
Ecology,38, 1371-1373.
Further information on the Park Grass Experiments can be found at
http://www.era.rothamsted.ac.uk/Park
The Scottish Code for Conservation Translocations and Best Practice Guidelines for Conservation
Translocations in Scotland is available as a pdf from
http://www.snh.org.uk/pdfs/publications/wildlife/CodeTranslocationsGuidelines.pdf

2. Restoring sites with high fertility - What is achievable on richer sites but still worth the effort?
Key Points
• One of the most important elements of
restoring sites on high fertility substrates is
time. Taking hay cuts and removing nutrients
over time will eventually lower the fertility of
the soil.
• Know your soils! Different soils have different
timescales for drops in fertility. Clays are slow,
sands are faster.
• Check your weed seed bank. These can be huge
on fertile sites. Don’t waste money harrowing
and sowing before you have checked!
• Consider scraping off topsoil before restoring
highly fertile soils.
• Low or high pH values will lock up nutrients.
This may free up sites for restoration that may
not seem suitable at first glance.
• Most annuals are suitable for sowing into high
fertility soils.
• Sites managed as traditional hay meadows,
even without much floral diversity can still be
important for small mammals, invertebrates
and birds.

Andy and Celyn Kehoe, grassland
restoration contractors in North Wales
presented their experiences of
working on roadsides soils and often
reasonable rich agricultural sites with
high fertility i.e. Nitrogen and
Phosphorous indices of 2 or 3. In
contrast to methods used by Highways
contractors who sow fast growing
species as they need the bare ground
to green within 2-3 months, Andy or
Celyn would try to reduce soil fertility
before sowing seed by topsoil
stripping or soil inversion.
Typically the Highways contractors will
spread high fertility topsoil and then
hydro-seed with fast growing cultivars.
Andy and Celyn may then be asked to
try and diversify the grassland in 5
years time.

Ideally, they would soil strip to reduce fertility, though sometimes this added topsoil can be quite a
deep layer so it is not always practicable to remove it. We also sometimes spray off the coarser
grasses. Knowing what species can thrive on higher fertile sites would be useful.
Management is also key to reducing fertility on sites. Many councils have introduced cheaper
options such as cut and drop which retains fertility of the soils under the sward. Where we can we
change the management regime to cut an remove as this will reduce fertility of the soils in the long
term. We can manage the verges ourselves in this way. If we find that change is still slow we may
consider removing topsoil or spraying off and reseeding. We would attempt to restore grasslands at
even higher N and P indices than 2 or 3, but use a reduced selection of species that can cope with
higher fertility in the soils.
Cropping on grassland sites has been promoted as a way of reducing fertility. Growing a hungry crop
such as potatoes or brassicas has been suggested. The Kehoe’s have grown green manures to reduce
fertility of a site; removing the above ground crop before it can add fertility to the soils.
On arable reversion sites, a crop is grown with no fertiliser, harvested and then the site is put
forward for meadow restoration. Residual fertility of P can still be high so thistles and nettles can be
a problem, as can weed seeds in the seed bank. Growing maize for sites like this can be a real
problem as the soil structure becomes damaged due to the late harvest, often on wet ground.
Yellow rattle cannot thrive in soils of high fertility so using it to ‘suppress the grasses’ is unlikely to
work on highly fertile sites. This species does not affect fertility below ground; even if you establish
yellow rattle the nutrients are still present in the soil.

It may be possible to use a small selection of species in the early years that can cope with those high
nutrients. It’s not that any of the plants don’t like the nutrients, it’s the fact that other species,
typically grasses and creeping buttercups, are more competitive so they take over the sward. Some
people advocate topping the sward to reduce its bulk and let light in.
With sites of higher fertility, where the macro-nutrients are having a strong effect on the sward, it is
better to manage the field as a meadow, cutting and removing a haycrop until the nutrients drop
and the sward begins to change naturally. Once there is greater diversity in the sward, it can be
retested for macro-nutrients and yellow rattle and perhaps other species can be added. There are no
shortcuts to creating diverse grasslands.
Andy Kehoe relates that the danger with yellow rattle is that people see it as a magic bullet. I think
the only experimental trials that have been done are in Cambridgeshire. Yellow rattle certainly does
reduce the bulk of the sward and the dominance of grass, but there was actually no positive
correlation increase in species diversity. In the early days of restoration the rattle will increase very
quickly to form thickets. We’ve found this will be around year 6. Once this has happened we would
still use a reduced suite of species that can cope with a slightly higher fertility soils like ox-eye daisy
and black knapweed.
Our seed addition methods depend on the site and what product we are using to introduce seed.
We have used bought in seed and green hay. We are aware that green hay is an restricted resource,
so wouldn’t use it on inappropriate highly fertile sites where half the species wouldn’t persist in the
sward. Pure yellow rattle seed is cheap and can be used more widely.
Meadow restoration in Oxfordshire by BBOWT used two fertile (P index of 3-4) and two lower
fertility sites. After a decade, even the higher fertility sites are actually starting to look quite good,
even though the results are not quite as good as the low fertility fields, but it has actually worked
and with enough time for the soil fertility to drop on those two fields.

Ruth Dalton talked about sites that Bill Grayson has worked on. These were fields where highly
fertile spoil from creating scrapes had been spread, and they supported head high thistle and
nettles. For 3-4 years he hay-cropped the field at the end of summer, and then began to feed stock
species-rich hay through the winter. This method has begun to slowly improve the diversity in the
sward.
Cath mentioned that Somerset Wildlife Trusts have been using the same method on one of their
farms. Where this is semi-improved, species poor and free draining, they have found that feeding
stock species-rich hay on it over the winter has introduced some species to the sward. At Plantlife’s
Joan’s Hill Farm, cattle have had access to all the land and have managed to transfer quite a lot of
species, even to areas with higher fertility soils.
Clare Rawcliffe talked about working on road verges in South Tyneside where she has been adding
diversity using wildflower mixes, some native, some non-native. On higher fertility sites we have
sown annuals and managed them as a hay meadow for a couple of years. This will reduce nutrients
slightly before we introduce perennials, but it is still a gamble.

Keith Datchler talked about having the courage to consider that a site may not be suitable for
meadow restoration within the available timescale. The site may still support valuable habitat if
managed differently, and may form part of a link between other habitats. Grassland sites can also be
managed as a meadow, even without all the wildflowers - long grass is good habitat for voles and
kestrels. Wetter fields could be managed for their bird interest. Meadows are not the only endpoint
for grassland, it can be managed for lots of other species.
Richard talked about that fact that knowing your soil type is absolutely crucial when you have higher
fertility sites. Clays hold their nutrients, especially phosphorous, whereas on chalky soils you can
establish things quite quickly as the nutrients gets locked up in the high pH soil. Sandy soils shed
nutrients and are hungrier so may drop fertility levels more quickly. It takes a long, long time to
reduce nutrients through cropping. Rothamstead experiments suggest 70 years if wheat is used for
this. Penny Anderson has been working to restore a pasture that still has high P levels even after 15
years of no inputs. Agricultural sites and council parks may have huge weed banks. It’s worth taking
some of the top surface of the soil and germinating what is there so that we know what may emerge
once the ground is prepared for the seed spreading.
Penny Anderson has advised that on higher fertility sites, choose species that are more competitive
species in the Grime CSI strategy - Centurea and Rumex acetosa. She also recommended just sowing
with forbs and not introducing grasses at all to sites that have been clear sprayed, as these will be in
the seed bank and she found that grasses recovered despite being glyphosated. We never use grass
in our mixtures at all but there is a balance to be struck as productivity is really important for grazing
animals in farming areas.
She thought that having a whole range of variation in grasslands, even while some of them are
perhaps not so diverse is of value to different species groups such as small mammals and beetles,
possibly some web-spinning spiders etc
http://www.magnificentmeadows.org.uk/assets/pdfs/Wildflowers_tolerant_of_soil_fertility.pdf

3. Can we achieve high biodiversity with viable levels of productivity?
Surprisingly, there is very little scientific evidence regarding the benefits of species-rich grassland on
the farming system. Studies into the benefits of species-rich hay that the group were aware of are
those related to horses as part of the Surrey County Council’s Horse Pasture Project and the benefits
to in calf cattle in Nidderdale AONB. Bill Grayson from the Morecombe Conservation Grazing
Company has undertaken some forage analysis of species-rich hay from the sites he grazes along
with individual species such as yellow rattle and ribwort plantain and plans to look at these in more
depth once further species have been sampled.
Ruth Dalton thinks there is definitely a re-think towards more permanent pasture with organisations
such as the pasture fed livestock association demonstrating that it can be done through their new
publication ‘Pasture for Life, it can be done – The farm business case for feeding ruminants just on
pasture‘
There is a definite health giving benefit to species-rich fields to livestock and they will prefer to eat
hay that has forbs in it. For example, Welsh farms often had a Cae Ysbyty or ‘Hospital Field’, a
flower-rich pasture where sick animals would recover from illness or injury faster than on
conventional pasture.
Penny Anderson mentions that the best semi-natural pastures and meadows she has seen are all low
productivity, but should we be thinking only of productivity – what about the value for different
plants for health and wellbeing of stock? The paper Our Landscapes, Our Livestock, Ourselves:
Restoring Broken Linkages among Plants, Herbivores, and Humans with Diets that Nourish and
Satiate (see link below) shows the way which animals (and humans) can benefit from having a wide
range of forage available and how much healthier they are if they do. This is a topic which is
discussed at length by ‘Nibblers’ chat room for GAP.
Links
http://www.pastureforlife.org/
http://www.grazinganimalsproject.org.uk/nibblers.html
http://www.cumbriawildlifetrust.org.uk/sites/default/files/provenza-et-al-2015-phytochemicalfood.pdf
https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/environment-housing-and-planning/countryside/looking-after-thecountryside/countryside-advice/horse-care-and-pasture-management/about-the-horse-pasturemanagement-project

4. Public perception- how do we discriminate in the public’s mind ‘proper’ meadows and should
we even try?
Penny Anderson believes the real danger of not doing this is the risk of people thinking you can
destroy the older, most valuable sites because you can re-create new ones. She points out that here
are some really good meadows and pastures that are in fact fairly recent in their origins. She thinks
aside from the steepest slopes many meadows may have been altered at some time. There are
descriptions in old books of the way that grasslands were re-seeded using the sweepings from the
hay barns (Farey, Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire 1815), and many grasslands were ploughed
up in the war for the dig for victory, and used for oats and other crops to support the farming family
and horses prior to tractors on farms.
Our problem is that there are so few meadows/pastures that have some value and are unaltered in
our living memories that we need to revere these as there are so few of them. There are differences
between the oldest and the new ones though, more of this is probably with invertebrates and rare
plants that are less mobile and cannot disperse adequately between the remnant sites. Certainly the
best wildflower grasslands she created at Stansted were recognisably MG5 within 15 years, but did
not support many rare or a notable assemblages of invertebrates, though they were pretty useful.
This means we do need to help the public discriminate for the reasons set out above.

Naomi Waite has some experience of this with a project called ‘Growing Wild’. They had a lot of
interest in wild flower meadow planting but as a result of lack of community engagement lost a
previously restored existing lowland meadow which was ploughed up by a parish council and sown
with an annual seed mix. Local authorities are also keen to create meadows as they have little
money for funding the regular cutting of amenity swards, however they are often sowing 100%
wildflower annual mixes which don’t relate to what an agricultural meadow is and what
management is requires. The majority of people really do think that annual flowers are part of
meadows and get really disappointed when they disappear after 1, 2 or 3 years depending on lack
of disturbance. Annual meadows have jumped up in public awareness particularly due to the World
War 2 commemorations, for example poppies and Flanders Fields.
This leads to the question – do we need to accept a 21st century meadow definition?
Jonny Rook thought we should stop using the term ‘meadow’ and start talking about grassland as he
doesn’t think the term meadow is understood. In an urban environment it might be better to talk
about wildlife habitat creation where you are creating a grassland habitat that’s suitable to that
location. The public want colour and movement from their meadows it’s a very retail driven image of
what they want one not necessarily based on biodiversity or practical management. He thinks the
challenge is the visual perception of what people are wanting, and how you can deliver it within any
constraints you night have.
Much of the work the Save our Magnificent Meadows project does in Northumberland covers acid
grassland, calaminarian and whin grassland very little of it is traditionally managed hay meadow. In
fact the Coronation Meadow in Tyne & Wear is magnesium limestone grassland in an old quarry site
and will never be cut for hay. They have traditional species in them appropriate their conditions and
would be classed as priority grassland habitats but aren’t what the public would perceive when you
say the word meadow.
Jim Horsfall suggests swapping the term to something like ancient woodland, which is above and
beyond woodland, even down to the public level. A term like that is missing for meadows, the
closest example being ‘hay meadow’ such as found in the Yorkshire Dales. It is always going to be an

uphill struggle to sell grasslands to the general public because 80% of the population live in urban
area. The vast majority of those have no contact with agriculture and even the 20% of those that live
in the countryside not many know actually what a meadow is in its true sense.
Richard Scott felt that ‘meadow’ is a
heritage word which people
understand being about culture and the
landscape. They don’t use the word
meadow in terms of new projects at
Landlife. He recommends the book
Land Marks by Robert McFarlane which
is about nature and effectively how it’s
been dumbed down in terms of
people’s vocabulary. They are looking
at interesting ways of revisiting
language as part of the next phase the
Tale of Two Cities project they have
been doing in Manchester and seeing
how people respond new sown
landscapes to it with new words they
haven’t thought about.
In conclusion we need to be more consistent with our labelling of what were are doing for example
using the words traditional species- rich hay meadow or something similar and refer to annual
species as cornfield flowers, so we don’t use the word meadow with it at all.

5. Creating bare ground - how to get the message across?
Those paying for the creation works need to make it clear that bare ground is required, e.g. NE
paying for this in AES, others receiving advice from Flora Locale, Landlife, etc. Money is wasted
otherwise, plus time lost in achieving desired results. There are lots of ways to get the bare ground
required and you need more in fertile habitats than nutrient poor ones since the latter would fill in
more slowly. There are various methods for creating bare ground examples include:
• using a disc harrow on a hay meadow where the grass was too long to tyne harrow,
• tyne harrowing after herbiciding without tilling at all (to avoid dock seeds and archaeology),
• just adding seed in cut material from a donor site after close cutting the receptor site with its
arisings removed (a September equivalent of a hay crop)
All have been used with some success. All sites need treating differently as each one is unique.
Flail mower collectors such as the Rytec &
Amazone machines can be used for scarifying
the ground to create a seed bed.

Spring tine harrow used in the North Pennines
AONB to create bare ground.

Case Study – Marsden Old Quarry managed by South Tyneside Council
Marsden Old Quarry has a mosaic of habitats
including areas of CG8 grassland, limestone
grassland and lowland meadow & pasture. 10
years ago about 30 cm of soil was stripped
from a 1 ha area back to soil and bare rock as
shown in the photograph to the left. The area
was seeded from the same site, and they found
that in the first couple of years certain species
dominated such as rough hawk-bit and kidney
vetch as shown in the photograph below. To
remove the soil 10 years ago cost around
£12,000 per ha with the soil disposed on site.

In 2015, as part of the Coronation Meadows Project a further 0.5 ha was earmarked for new
meadow creation using a 360 wheeled excavator, dozer and dumper, the vegetation and topsoil
were scraped off the underlying bedrock leaving a thin layer of soil. To remove the soil cost £9,000
for the ½ hectare with the soil and vegetation taken to a designated area on site and graded into the
landscape. Seed was collected by volunteers by hand and using a stihl seed harvester machine. It
was mixed with sand and spread by hand on the stripped area with further seed collection and
sowing planned the following year.
Useful documents
http://www.magnificentmeadows.org.uk/assets/pdfs/Soil_Nutrient_Stripping.pdf
http://www.magnificentmeadows.org.uk/assets/pdfs/Soil_stripping_at_Dunsdon_Farm_A4.pdf
http://www.cumbriawildlifetrust.org.uk/sites/default/files/creating-bare-ground-for-meadowrestoration-examples.pdf

6. Soil Inversion
Landlife is an environmental charity that has continually worked in challenging circumstances and
has looked towards innovative approaches to landscape problems. Landlife has developed the
philosophy and practice of creative conservation – creating new places for wildlife and encouraging
people to enjoy them.
Landlife's work in Huyton dating back to the mid 90's involved stripping off topsoil, and sowing on
the underlying subsoil with a simple matrix of wildflower species, the result was that in the space of
just seven years the total number of species rose from 16 species to 57. Landlife was able to
undertake this project at no cost owing to the sale of topsoil, it proved to be a rare example - that of
creating a truly sustainable landscape. Due to the productivity of the grassland being considerably
reduced management was minimised to a very low level and an attractive and popular landscape
feature replaced a species poor and neglected one. The cost of any management can be offset by
the value of seed collected from the site. Applying these principles to the wider countryside is much
more difficult, since obviously whole-scale stripping of topsoils would be impractical, and remove a
valuable resource.
Landlife's work with woodland species dating from the pioneering Bluebell Recovery Project (1995)
and more recently the national Woodland Wildflower Project has highlighted the need to address
the paucity of work done to improve the diversity and attractiveness of woodland ground cover. It
has become apparent that most of the community woodland planting will have little more interest
than trees and grass for many years to come, and have considerable budgets for weed control and
management. For this reason Landlife developed the idea of soil inversion. This involves turning the
weed free and lower fertility subsoil over the higher nutrient and weedy soil.
Their Soil Inversion project, jointly funded by the Esmeé Fairbairn Foundation and the John Ellerman
Foundation, started in 2002 to undertake trials of a specially imported Danish deep plough that
inverts the soil profile to create the right conditions for wildflowers and improved tree growth.
The first trial site is situated at Lunt in Merseyside, where, with partners Forest Enterprise, old
agricultural land was inverted for the purposes of interesting woodland creation using wildflower
sowings. Since then over 35 sites have now been created nationally, many using soil inversion.

Deep Ploughing Research undertaken by Peter Matthesen (Danish Forest and Landscape Institute) in
1993 highlighted the following advantages and disadvantages :
Advantages: In trials as well as in practice deep ploughing there was less plant fatality than with other
treatments, when all the other factors were the same. In the dry season of 1992 deep ploughing stood
out as being the most successful treatment for sandy arable land. Larch, Alder and other pioneer trees
show a rapid early growth after deep ploughing. If the perennial weeds are treated before deep ploughing
and the seed rich topsoil completely buried, it is unnecessary to continue treatment after the trees have
been planted. This is the case if there is a covering of over 10cm of subsoil.
Disadvantages: Deep ploughing can destroy archaeological evidence that is typically found at a depth of
60 - 70cm. It is therefore very important to inform archaeologists before this type of ploughing is carried
out. The physical properties of the subsoil and the fact that it is weed free for such a long period makes it
susceptible to erosion. The long-term effects on fertility are still to be investigated.

7. Managing meadows with animals rather than machines – Ruth Dalton (RBST) standing in for Bill
Grayson
You won’t get such a quick fix as with some
other methods but you can feed livestock
species-rich hay on a less species-rich
meadow when aftermath grazing to achieve
quite good results. Some viable seed can fall
through the feed hay, and there is the
trampling effect from the livestock. Plus,
you’re not wasting the hay crop. Young
stock are quite good for this job as they can
grow on slowly, or even in Bill’s system (and
my own system) our young stock doesn’t
really grow through winter, they stop
growing and will show compensatory
growth in the spring.
You can also use adult cattle, or horses, or
as I believe Keith Datchler does in Sussex,
use sheep to keep some bare ground in the
winter after sowing. So even though sheep
are relatively light, if you stock them quite
densely for short periods on aftermath then
they will create some bare ground.

Summary
• Meadows can be successfully managed using
grazing rather than cutting
• Useful where access for machines is tricky or sites
are too wet for machinery
• Cattle, sheep or ponies can all be used (use of
sheep too late into the spring will reduce species
diversity)
• Grazing in winter can offer the opportunity to
feed species-rich hay – animals can create bare
ground and trample in seed to improve
germination
• Grazing can offer a less fixed approach, allowing
more species to set seed.
• Prescriptive grazing dates are counter-productive
• Liming can be useful to promote species diversity
and improve palatability to stock
• Sites that are only cut and not grazed can still
show an increase in species over time if managed
correctly
• Grazing can be difficult in urban sites

Kehoe Countryside
Celyn & Andy Kehoe manage some sites in Wales with grazing rather than cutting. They have a
couple of close shepherding schemes, one in Llandudno on limestone grassland where they densely
grazed with Hebridean sheep rather than having to strim it down. Then in another couple of other
places they have heavily grazed with cattle and over seeded on the bare ground created.
Conservation-wise Andy thinks we seem to have got into a rut for hay meadows with the need of
cutting every year in August/September. They find a lot of the time the prescriptions don’t really
work and feel some meadows are suffering. They are going back to traditional systems for example
grazing sites in wet years and moving away from set prescriptions and following the original
conditions which created the meadows. During the course of the year they vary the stocking rates so
taking any fog off over winter, then as you move into spring reducing the stocking to give the
meadow a chance to flower and ending up with a patchwork of grazed ground and flowering
meadow. If you have you have a few fields you can do that on rotation. They follow what the
meadow is doing, so if it’s starting to look a bit bare then
they take animals off and then start reintroducing them in
September. They think it’s really good technique for one
area they look after which is a group of quite acid fields.
They make silage off it and basically nothing eats it,
whereas if you’re following the grazing prescriptions you
can get that mix of flowering meadow and open ground
and it also keeps some of the weed species in check,
keeping the meadow in balance.

They have also bought a really small tractor, mini-baler and small tedder and can get all three
machines on one trailer enabling them to do all of the little wildlife sites. A lot of contractors and
farmers these days have such massive kit that they either demolish gateways and boundary walls or
leave all those little fields and just won’t touch them.
Plantlife have a similar issue at one of their reserves at Deepdale in Derbyshire. On the slope its
limestone grassland and on the top its acid grassland and the issue is the cattle prefer the limestone
grassland and don’t necessarily want to eat the acid grassland on the top. It’s compounded because
originally these were areas used for putting on stock when the farmers didn’t want their better fields
grazed but now they can’t graze before the 15th July which is too late. They are finding that the
limestone is getting in better condition because of the grazing but the acid grassland is starting to
fall. This has now been addressed with a movable start date for grazing under the HLS agreement.
http://www.conservationevidence.com/individual-study/5371.
At some sites in the 1970s farmers shut them up and sites went out of condition and non-one limed
anything. When you put livestock back on there the vegetation is so unpalatable that the stock just
won’t eat it. People are going away from liming and you get bracken coming in - actually you need to
revert back slightly – you lime it and it shows. Otherwise you can lose species.
Managing meadows without grazing, how to open up bare ground - any good examples
Jim Horsfall, from Yorkshire Wildlife Trust used a rye-tech cut and collect mower on one of their sites
which they can’t graze because it urban. It’s an interesting site, there is a big limestone bank which
flattens out and there’s acid and neutral meadow on the bottom. The limestone bank hasn’t been
grazed for a long time and is dominated by competitive limestone grasses while the neutral and acid
grassland is so nutrient poor that it retains interesting species and isn’t dominated by
Arrhenatherum and similar species. So in certain circumstances it can work but even on the same
site different parts of the site can react differently to the same treatment.
Ruth Dalton: There are a
few sites near us where
people are scything.
Scything on completely
inaccessible small sites, if
you have volunteers, I
think is great. We have a
couple of people who’ve
even made their own mini
hand-balers.
The park grass experiment starting in 1856 where for the first 25 years they cut and grazed the
aftermath then got bored of that and went to two cuttings a year, but with cuttings taken off. The
control plot is extremely species-rich and hasn’t had any grazing on it since about 1875.
JH: You do find that if you only cut, and cut quite late that the flowers do react to that and flower
late and so if you went to a different system you might have problems for a few years but yes I agree
with you, cut and collect can be wildflower rich.

CS: There’s an example of a site in Bedfordshire that for some reason can’t be grazed and they’ve
been able to maintain species-richness through a system of cutting twice a year.
DW: You would expect that you would get more of that small scale spatial heterogeneity in the soil
chemistry if you were grazing than if not, but clearly the Park Grass Experiment shows you can have
very species-rich hay meadow without having grazing for well over 100 years.
RD: And it’s interesting that it showed that in the dryer areas you got more species richness through
not grazing and just cutting.
??: The National Trust have a site on the NE English coast, inaccessible for grazing and they’ve put it
into three sections and cut it in a three year rotation and that’s retained species richness though it is
right on the coast.
CS: For more urban sites I tend to recommend a cut and then a chain harrow in the autumn for that
removal of thatch. I don’t know if anyone else would recommend similar?
JH: It is quite useful if a motorbike goes up and down in an urban site – but only a little bit. We don’t
harrow but can see a bit of benefit from a motorbike.

Links
Park Grass experiment http://www.era.rothamsted.ac.uk/Park

8. Ordering wildflower plugs and plants(Jonny Rook of Cumbria Wildflowers)
Jonny Rook at Cumbria Wildflowers has been
growing wildflower plugs commercially since
2007 and they grow about 350,000 a year.
Jonny gave the following ideas about things
to consider when ordering plugs. “There are
several different sizes of units offered by the
industry, whether cells or modules – for
which you may use the word ‘plug’. There is
no industry standard size for the term ‘plug’
so when you are ordering from your local
nursery you will need to stipulate the
dimensions or volume of what you require. It
becomes more complicated when you then
start talking about trays; some people also
refer to them as cells, and then there are
root trainers, bedding cells and then pots.
One of the things to think about in a planting
scheme is that different plant species will do
better in different sized plugs. Some species
are quite root demanding, others can be
shallow rooting e.g. thyme so can cope as a
small plug.

TOP TIPS

•
•
•

•
•
•

Work out what size and age you would
like your wildflower plant to be
Order your wild flower plants a year in
advance from a local nursery if possible
Collect you own seed locally if you can,
and store it properly if you need to keep
it for a few months before sending it to
your local nursery
If growing your own plants read all the
guidance you can before sowing
Remember some seed needs special
treatment before it will germinate
Work within the Regulations! Check with
APHA or DEFRA if unsure.

So what is the best size to use? The
different sizes have pros and cons – if you
have a thousand small plugs to plant then
that will take a lot less time to get in the
ground than a thousand larger plants in
individual pots, and be easier to transport,
but then you have to weigh up that a higher
proportion of the larger plants may be likely
to survive.
There are two peak times when commercial operations sow seed, the first one is late summer/early
autumn (driven by availability of meadow plant seed). Fresh seed often germinates more readily,
though for some species such as primrose, legumes and crane’s-bills it is important that they are
exposed to frost before they germinate. The second key sowing period is late winter/early spring.
Therefore, if you order plants in April you are likely to be getting a 12-18 month old plants (sown the
previous spring or autumn two years ago), whereas if you ask in July you could be only getting a 3 to
4 month old plant. Technically you should be paying more for the better established, older plants,
but it may not be the case if there are plugs left over in a nursery from the previous year
When people have had bad experiences of plug planting, the most common reason is that the roots
aren’t well developed. People often buy cheaper plants thinking they are better value, but they are
more vulnerable both to drought and flooding, and often do not flower in the first year after
planting. We can’t hurry the production of wildflowers. Although we have poly-tunnels and
greenhouses to aid germination we need to get the plants outside as soon as possible to acclimatise.

One of the problems of glass-grown plants is that forced plants can be susceptible to wind and rain
when they are planted out. This can be the cause of failure of some plug planting schemes.
A plant that is 18 months old, is more expensive, probably a better product, and likely to produce a
flower head straight away. Obviously to produce larger, older plants in 3-4 inch pots we need as
much notice as possible, a year or two is ideal.
Conversely, it’s not all about size, it’s about age as well. Once the plug of a perennial species is over a
year old, the plants have matured a bit, they’ve got a much stronger root structure and they have
put a lot more energy back into the root when they’ve died back for the winter. They therefore have
a better chance to compete if they are planted out in their second year. So for some schemes we
recommend putting in older plants. For some species which have low sets of seed and are difficult to
germinate we may suggest planting out larger pot grown older plants as ‘parent’ plants in a scheme,
with the hope that they will take and reseed, creating a patch of crane’s-bills in the meadow. Some
plants require a long lead in time, for example pignut in year one just produces a tiny stalk, in year 2
you’ll see the pignut plant but it’s not really until year 3 that you will see a proper umbellifer. So if
we sell a pignut plant it will be at least a 2 year plant.
Finally, I would like to make you aware of the Plant Passport Scheme, which nurseries have to use
under Defra regulations. For projects currently growing plants with volunteers you are outside the
passport regulations. However, because of the increase of plant diseases we may all have to use a
Plant Passport under EU Regulations.”
Questions
SR: Do I sow in trays and then prick out into cells?
JR: We sow into seed trays for difficult species (e.g. wood crane’s-bill) and we also direct sow into
plug cells for plants like black knapweed, oxeye daisy, some of the easier ones to grow, and that’s
purely down to germination rates and timings (synchronicity). Some species like to be pricked out
when they are tiny, while other species need to be pricked out late as they resent root disturbance
when small. A good example is primrose. If you prick out primrose too soon it gives up.
TSP: In terms of root trainers what would be the ideal size to be buy?
JR: Root trainers come in different sizes, a 7 inch depth one is fairly typical for what we use them for
but that tends to be plants like honeysuckle.
Ruth Starr-Keddle from the North Pennines AONB has had really good success
with germinating wood crane’s-bill this year. She collected loads of seeds in
July, scarified them hard in September, put them in water for an hour and a
lot of them are now geminating in April. They are working on some guidance
for use of plug plants and this will be available in 2017.
Links
Plug planting guidance
http://www.cumbriawildlifetrust.org.uk/sites/default/files/finalplug_planting_guidance_april2016.p
df
Plant passport scheme guidance https://www.gov.uk/guidance/issuing-plant-passports-to-tradeplants-in-the-eu

9. Creative methods and Unorthodox kit – Hydro seeding, disc seeding (Mark Bryson of Ecoseeds,
County Down)
Harvesting
Ecoseeds first started brush harvesting in 1996. They use a
Canadian brush harvester, the main advantage with it is that if
there are any species that you don’t want to harvest (e.g. ragwort)
then you can rise it up and over them. The areas they harvest from
are fairly small areas so they try to take off no more than about 20% of what’s there, as they often
harvest from the same fields. They also try to harvest from different parts of the field for instance for
yellow rattle.

Like a field crop there is the art of seed growing which is making that judgement call as to when the
seed is ripe. If you were going for one specific target you might do the thumbnail test to assess
ripeness or else cut testing the seed to make sure the embryo is viable. But if you are doing meadow
harvesting it is to get that snapshot at the right time. If the field is cut for hay you would usually go
for just before the hay cut, literally going out just as they are coming in so you’re getting as much
seed as possible.
Drying
It is the seed drying that is very important to get viable seed, Ecoseeds dry it in tunnels with sides on
and vents. The crucial part is the first 24 hours after you’ve harvested the seed. They then dry it
further using moisture meters to get the humidity down so it can stored for up to a couple of years.
With cleaning it’s a balance between getting rid of chaff and keeping your smaller fluffy seeds to
retain as much seed as possible of as many varieties as possible.
Ground Preparation
For preparing the ground, they sometimes use a scarifier, removing the thatch and exposing soil.
They would then typically use spinners to sow out the seed.
Sowing
A lot of the techniques they use were originally used agriculturally for stitching in clover seed, which
can go down to 1 gram per square meter. Because you have a limited amount of seed you want to

sow it as accurately as possible. (They have tried air drilling, but they tend to sow the finer seed first,
though they are very good if you are just sowing one type of seed, for instance hay rattle). For this
method they clean down the seed get it measured, measure out the area and then work out the
seeding rate for that area so you’re getting as much as seed as possible, calibrating the machine, but
hold back a small amount of seed so you can check germination. If you have access to polytunnels
sow a bit out first to see what’s in that seed mix. For seeding use the tines to stitch the seed in
making sure that it makes good contact with the soil. If you have quite a difference in size of seed,
say something like ragged robin with its small seed with something with a bigger seed, then they are
going to do better at different depths. You don’t want to be sowing seed too deeply and you don’t
want to be just dropping it on the surface either, especially for a dry sandy soil.
On a smaller scale a cultipack seeder is good. The advantage with it is that it is long and has a little
notch roller on the front so if you’ve power harrowed an area the notch will open up the soil a little,
then drops the seed down then it’s covered. Again it can be calibrated.
Ecoseeds have been using a disc-seeder (originally used on gold courses). It does several jobs. Small
discs to open up the soil with the seed to drop through chutes with a wheel inside to meter out the
seed so you can control the rate and then it rolls it in to get good soil contact.

On some projects they do two stages, sowing yellow rattle in the first year and then over-seeding
the following year. Due to the release of nutrient when you sow seed they have tried sowing yellow
rattle and other meadow seed together but find what tends to happen is you get a lot more grass
and it’s not as open, so less favourable for the establishment of the smaller species.

Growing
Ecoseeds started growing seed 20 years ago as they found that when contracts were going out to
tender seed wasn’t being sown properly.
Hydroseeding
They also looked at different ways they could do the contracting which was when they started doing
hydroseeding. They have used hydroseeding on large areas but tend to use it most for erosion
control projects on slopes. It is very good in terms of sowing a small amount of seed accurately as
there is a naturally occurring dye in the material so you can see where has been sown. It is
constantly agitating so if you’ve very
tiny seed it’s getting well mixed
unlike some other methods where
small seed tends to fall out first
rather than sown evenly. It also
creates a kind of microclimate as it’s
in a suspension with water and
recycled paper and there are
different fibres for different projects
- you can add such as seaweed if
you need fertility or mycorrhizals for
more industrial sites. It’s also useful
if you get a wet spell those risks washing seed away on slopes as it holds it together until you get
germination. You can sow it out of a cannon on the top of a sowing machine allowing you to sow
areas quickly or there is hose which can be used for sowing up river banks or other areas that are
difficult to get to.

Case study
Penny Anderson has used hydro seeding for grass nurse seed plus lime and fertiliser on bare peat, then
added heather brash as the second nurse, with local native peatland sp. coming in afterwards. She added
pot grown plants grown from local cuttings of dwarf shrubs to this too. This was undertaken on 11acres
between 1984-1989 . Seed was collected by hand, stored in envelopes, weighed and sown by hand.

Weed Control
If you have a big weed seed bank you don’t want to disturbance the surface as rotavating or power
harrowing the surface will release nitrogen and the weeds will grow faster than everything else.
There are ways you can contain that, with the disc sowing it isn’t as vigorous as you are just really
cutting the surface, getting establishment that way and if you do have a weed seed bank they would
use a stale seed bed technique. Germinating what’s there plus spot spraying and the use of lazy dog
tools. Spot spraying is what most councils go for but they tend to spray large areas while you want
small scale spot spraying on plants at the earliest stage possible. Early identification is the key to that
one, if you have a problem you need to deal with it in the first year.
Finally to say, because there is only a limited amount of available seed they find the key things are
viable seed, good drying after harvesting, accurately metering it – if you can imagine spreading a
gram evenly in a metre square and scaling that up to a hectare, getting that seed out, then aftercare
and weed control.
Questions
JH: What kind of seeding rate would you use when you’re seeding into a brand new cleared site?
MB: It would depend on the mix. If you’re seeding cornfield annuals for instance you’d be seeding
those at 1 gram per square metre, whereas with the brush harvested mix it would depend on how
much chaff is in it, if there’s a lot of chaff you could be up to 14/15 grams per square metre, or down
to 5 to 10 grams per square metre if you’ve got it quite clean. A critical thing also is if you’re sowing
it from buckets is to keep stirring it while sowing it.
AK: How are you cleaning your brush harvested seed?
MB: We start off with mechanical sifts then it depends on how it’s being spread; if it’s being
broadcast it doesn’t have to be so clean but if it’s being disc seeded we would probably put it
through the aspirator. But it’s a balance of cleaning the seed and not losing seeds, because seeds,
such as a cat’s-ear, are very small and you can lose a lot of those if you put too much air through it.
SR: And would you use a uni-drill to do that?
MB: Modern uni-drills are air seeders so they have the problem of sowing the small seeds first. In
the slide you saw a disc seeder and that doesn’t use air, but can still be metered.
AK: the hoppers will often have sponges which are rotating and they rotate they pick up seed and
drop it out down the tube rather than the air systems
MB: The sponge ones are slightly different now – their used more as vegetable drills, the ones that
I’ve seen. Seed spiders is a different name for that one, where you’re calibrating it by the size of
seed, it’s designed really for one kind of seed whereas the broadcaster, or a seed fiddle, as long as
your mixing it at the end so you go up the field then refill it, then come down again so you get
constant agitation to avoid that problem of sowing small seeds first.

Links
http://www.ecoseeds.co.uk/pdfdatasheets/Hydro%20Seeding%20and%20Erosion%20Control.pdf
http://www.ecoseeds.co.uk/pdfdatasheets/Disc%20Seeding.pdf
http://www.ecoseeds.co.uk/pdfdatasheets/Seed%20Harvesting.pdf

